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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：China 3d Natural Stone Tiles Rhombus Marble For Wall Backsplash

Short Description: We have three patterns of the

rhombus 3D marble mosaic tile, all of them are made

of white marble diamond chips and surrounded by

grey stripe lines. Every tile is made one hundred

percent made by hand, not by machine.

Model No.: WPM095 / WPM244 / WPM277

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: White And Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Unlike the 3d cube mosaic tile, this stone mosaic tile series looks more novel. Its main module

is composed of diamond-shaped particles of white marble, and then each side is surrounded

by slender strips of gray marble to create a non-planar effect. If it is installed on the wall, it will

be affected by its grain structure attracted, people never get tired of it. We use modern

machines to make different granules, and then workers assemble different granules on the
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template on the workbench. Of course, each combination has a fixed template. After the

combination is completed, a special quality inspector will check it. Make sure there are no

errors.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: China 3d Natural Stone Tiles Rhombus Marble For Wall Backsplash

Model No.: WPM095 / WPM244 / WPM277

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: White And Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Series

Model No.: WPM095

Chip shapes: Big diamond, gray stripes, dark grey bricks

Marble Name: Crystal White, Carrara White, Carrara Grey

Model No.: WPM244

Chip shapes: Big diamond, light gray stripes, black chips

Marble Name: Crystal White, Carrara White, Black Marquina

Model No.: WPM277

Chip shapes: Big diamond, light gray stripes, black chips

Marble Name: Carrara White, Black Marquina, Nuvolato Classico

Product Application

The complexity of this series of 3D Rhombus Marble Tile is high, because each pattern has three kinds

of different sizes, different colors, different shapes of the chips. The application for the wall has better



effect than for the floor. You can put the tiles in the bathroom wall and kitchen wall, like mosaic

bathroom wall tiles, mosaic kitchen wall tiles, and mosaic backsplash tiles.

If you want to get any application suggestions and other quantity suggestions about your renovation

projects, please send a message to us. We will reply back within 24 hours.

FAQ

Q: How does your company's quality control?

A: Our quality is stable. We cannot guarantee that every piece of product is 100% the best quality, what

we do is try our best to meet your quality requirements.

Q: May I have your product catalog?

A: Yes, please review and download from the "CATALOG" column on our website. Please leave us a

message if you meet any problems, we are happy to help.

Q: What is your minimum quantity?

A: The minimum quantity of this product is 100 square meters (1000 square feet)

Q: Can I install the mosaic tiles by myself?

A: We suggest you ask for a tiling company to install your wall, floor, or backsplash with the stone

mosaic tiles because tiling companies have professional tools and skills, and some companies will offer

free cleaning services as well. Good Luck!


